Over 8,000 children and adolescents, 230 teachers, in 23 schools in Tirana, Kamza, Durrës, Kavaja, Kurbin, and Lezha were involved in the “Building resilience and preparedness skills through DRR and school community engagement” project, which aimed at preparing them to overcome emergency situations and enhancing their skills and knowledge related to risks and potential preventive interventions.

#resilience #buildingbackbetter #childrenandadolescentsactivism #DRR4Schools
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TIRANA, DECEMBER 2021
Children keep a safe distance and follow anti-COVID measures.
Back to school, social distancing, and youth experiences.
Children and youth need to feel safe in school premises. Emergency stairs are a must for their safety.
After going back to school, students kept a safe physical distance to protect themselves and their peers.
An assistant teacher and a child using the mobile suitcase didactic materials.
Teachers during one of the training sessions on disaster risk reduction.
Students, teachers and the community in the school receive information on emergencies at the Information Corner.
Back to school safely and a different type of greeting.
“Stop! Protect yourself and others!” - Bashkim from Kavaja.
Students receive information on epidemics/pandemics protective measures.
Students practise how to protect themselves in cases of emergency (fire situation).
Students distribute informative flyers.

A teacher informing students on how to use the first aid kit.
Students follow protective measure against the pandemic.
Students practise how to respond in cases of emergencies.
Students receive instructions on how to protect themselves in cases of earthquakes.
The school staff and students update their information on the right response to natural disasters risks.
Students engage in sports and physical exercises to improve mental health after the COVID-19 lockdown.
Students distributing informative flyers to the community regarding disaster response.

School staff and students work together to draft the natural disasters emergency plan.
Youth plant trees to make the area around the school safer in cases of floods.
6 safety drills have been carried out in Tirana, Kamza, Durrës, Kavaja, Kurbin, and Lezha to help children, educational staff, and the community to better respond to emergency situations.
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